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From the 
Director’s Desk

“Thank you, Asha team and all our supporters all over the world, for enabling us to 
provide opportunities to slum dwellers in Delhi”

Dr Kiran Martin with members of the Asha team



This year we have enjoyed celebrating some fruit of our labours. 
We cheered for Asha graduates Chandan and Mahinder in 
Australia at wonderful events organised by the Friends of 
Asha there. I proudly presented a yearbook naming 2,700 Asha 
students who have completed school and progressed to higher 
education.

Chandan Singh won a Future Research Talent Award 2019 which 
led to a summer as a Research Intern at the Australian National 
University. There he was exposed to the world of collaborative 
research in his favourite discipline, algebraic topology. He also 
won a prestigious Chevening Award for postgraduate study in 
the UK, and is now working on a masters in pure mathematics at 
Imperial College London. British High Commissioner Sir Dominic 
Asquith KCMG organised a reception at his residence to celebrate 
Chevening scholars’ journeys’, which was a highlight for Chandan. 

Staying with Australia, the Vice-Chancellor of the University 
of Sydney and Principal Dr. Michael Spence and I launched the 
‘Sydney Scholars India Equity Scholarship’ this year. Its first 
recipient was awarded to our student Abhishek Handa from 
Peeragarhi slum community, who is now starting his ‘Master of 
Management’ at University of Sydney.

Fundraising cookbook Hope & Spice was launched in India in 
October at another wonderful evening hosted by the British 
High Commissioner. Some of the ladies from the book were 
honoured guests. The book also had its second UK reprint. 
Authors Amanda Clegg and Victoria Byrne demonstrated dishes 
from our communities at a UK food festival and at their inaugural 
fundraising Supper Club. 

Ms Victoria Thampi, board member of Friends of Asha Ireland and 
teacher at the Wallace High School, organised a wonderful coffee 
morning in June to fundraise for Asha. 

What excellent results Asha students achieved in 2019’s school 
leaving exams! These first-generation learners faced critical 
financial, socio-economic and cultural challenges in their quest 
to enter higher education. Yet among 560 Asha slum children 
who sat the exams, 97% passed; 210 students scored above 
70% in aggregate and 9 of them over 90%. We are delighted at 
these best-ever results for Asha students. Sumit from Tigri slum 
community scored 100% in economics while Yashpal and Rohit 
scored 97% and 95% in political science and maths respectively.

We are all very excited to share with you that this year 110 Asha 
high-school graduates secured admission to undergraduate 
courses in the prestigious University of Delhi. Of these, 61 are 
girls. 

Our Internship Programme has grown and flourished since its  
start in 2012 when 26 students took part. This was evidenced by  
the number of diplomatic and corporate organisations 
represented at our 2019 Internship Program launch. This took 
place at the Australia High Commission in May. Each of them 
deliver what has become a highlight of Asha students’ experience.

I had the great pleasure of meeting HRH the Countess of Wessex, 
who is Vice Patron of the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Trust, at the 
British High Commission in May. Her Royal Highness related that 
our work had inspired her “deepest appreciation”, which began 
when her husband, HRH Prince Edward, had told her all about his 
visit to Asha in 2018.

A fantastic Celebration of Excellence was held for the high school 
toppers of Asha at the New Zealand High Commission, with the 
guests from several diplomatic missions and corporations such 
as B’Desir and Macquarie.  

November was eventful for Tushar, an Asha Ambassador 
and college student from Mayapuri slum community. Tushar 
travelled to Great Britain and Northern Ireland with Freddy 
Martin, Associate Director of Asha, and he inspired many as he 
spoke at various events organised by Friends of Asha (GB). Many 
of the people in the audience had themselves participated in 
visits to Asha.

My own early struggles in the founding of Asha were recently 
chronicled by Femina, the most popular women’s English 
magazine in India. In this special feature they shared my humble 
beginnings and my enthusiasm for the transformational work 
that we do in Delhi’s poorest communities.

This year, Christmas was celebrated in a very unique way. 
Each team member from the Communication, Finance and 
Administration department decided to sponsor a Christmas 
party at the centre. They tried their best to bring the joy and light 
of Christmas into the lives of such underprivileged children by 
taking gifts for them.

This year we bid a sad adieu to British High Commissioner Sir 
Dominic Asquith who is returning to the UK. We celebrated with 
Asha students the contribution that he and his wife had made. 

Similarly Asha held a fond farewell for the Australian High 
Commissioner to India, Her Excellency Harinder Sidhu, who will 
be returning to Canberra shortly after spending 4 years in India.

On 24th October, Australia’s Trinity College kindly hosted 
a morning tea to launch their Giving Circle with senior 
representatives from the college attending. Trinity College 
students have been enthusiastically supporting Asha’s work by 
visiting Delhi to volunteer over the summer break. Mahinder, 
Trinity alumnus and Asha graduate, detailed how he has seen his 
life transformed by the power of philanthropy.

In September I travelled to the USA to speak at a number of 
fundraising events kindly organised by Asha USA on the east and 
west coast. Asha USA generously enabled an American edition of 
Hope & Spice, which was sold at those events and can be bought 
online. Our treasured friendships were consolidated and new 
supporters inspired. 

Warm regards,

Dr Kiran Martin 

Dear Friends,
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Transforming 
lives 
in the slums 
of Delhi



Asha’s Mayapuri slum community
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Our Mission

X



Through a practical expression of the christian values of faith, hope and love, we aim to provide holistic community-based healthcare, 
empowerment, financial inclusion, education and environmental improvements by training, resourcing and encouraging the 
community to receive and enjoy their basic human rights. Asha also aims to influence the lives of its international audience by sharing 
local practice, experience and vision and facilitating partnerships where awareness and association between different cultures can 
impact and change individuals globally.

The mission of Asha is to work with the urban poor to bring about long term and 
sustainable transformation to their quality of life. 

All human beings are created in the image of God 
and are of equal worth. Therefore, the poor have the 
same inherent dignity, and rights that deserve our 
protection. Every person has a right to affordable 
healthcare that will allow them the best possible 
chance of living.

Every child has a right to an education that will give 
them the opportunity to reach their potential, earn a 
living and grow in self-esteem.

Shelter, safe water and sanitation should be available 
to all, regardless of their background or status within 
society.

Working among the poor without discrimination of 
any kind such as that based on sex, caste, religion, 
language, race, colour or other status.

Being at the forefront of the pursuit of justice and 
peace for the poor and dealing with the systems that 
make and keep poor people in poverty.

Challenging oppressive social structures and 
responding to injustice through non-violence and 
active peace-making.

Empowering the poor to lead full and meaningful 
lives, and building vibrant communities through the 
advance of love, neighbourliness, forgiveness and 
reconciliation.

Practicing a liberating generosity towards the poor 
and giving them the opportunities they deserve.

Women have equal rights to those of men, and those 
rights should be protected by both men and other 
women.

Communities working together are capable of 
achieving great change and can influence others to 
also strive for change.

The poor deserve the chance to improve their financial 
status and their quality of life, and to break free from 
the cycle of poverty.

Demonstrating earnestness in prayer for the needs of 
the poor and for all our partners.

Valuing diversity and the skills and gifts of each team 
member.

Maintaining excellence in the quality of our 
programmes.

Exhibiting good stewardship of limited resources.

Fostering effective partnerships with the government, 
funding agencies and other NGOs.

Becoming a force for liberation and transformation of 
poor communities.

We believe that

We are committed to
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Our History

Founded in 1988 by Dr Kiran Martin, a paediatrician, Asha has 
travelled the journey from providing primary healthcare to a 
single slum, to today serving the interests of 700,000 people 
in over 91 Delhi slums through our holistic approach to slum 
development. 

Our ground-breaking community development programmes in 
health, education, empowerment, environment improvement 
and financial inclusion have placed us firmly at the forefront of 
urban community transformation in the developing world and 
beyond. 

From the humble beginnings of treating patients under a tree in 
response to a cholera outbreak, the Asha Healthcare Model has 
grown to address both direct and indirect factors and covers both 
curative and preventive approaches to improve the standard of 
health in the slums. The communities have been empowered to 
lobby for infrastructure like clean water, sanitation and paved 
pathways to prevent diseases. 

Asha’s slum based primary health centres and partnerships 
with local hospitals ensure that all slum residents are able to 
access quality healthcare services while the Community Health 
Volunteers provide advice and information to prevent illnesses 
in the community. 

Committed to empowering slum communities to work in 
partnership with both state and national governments, we 
have seen much progress through developing this relationship. 
Having already secured the provision of safe water supply and 
drainage systems for a number of slums, under the leadership of 
Dr Martin, the 1990s saw Asha collaborate with the Government 
of Delhi to pioneer a slum housing project which resulted in slum 
dwellers being awarded their own land titles and permanent 
brick housing. 

Though widely praised initiatives such as this, government 
policy has been greatly influenced to the benefit of hundreds 
of other slum residents, and Asha has enjoyed fruitful working 
relationships with various state government officials at all levels. 

The 2000s brought with them the exciting endeavour of 
facilitating slum dwellers’ access to banking services through 
our highly successful financial inclusion scheme for the urban 
poor. Devised in partnership with the Government of India’s 
then Minister of Finance, the launch of this initiative heralded a 
previously unimaginable increase in slum communities’ financial 
security. The subsequent availability of education loans opened 
the doors of higher education to our slum children. 

The first initiative of its kind, our Higher Education programme 
has to date seen over 3000 slum children gain membership at 

some of the country’s most prestigious educational institutions. 
One of the most relevant achievements of this year was the 
enrolment of Asha Students at Imperial College, London and 
University of Sydney, Australia. 

In recent years, the programme has grown to provide mentorship 
and internship, and job placements to the students. Asha has 
welcomed prominent political figures from India to witness the 
transformation in their constituency’s slums, for which they have 
since become strong advocates. 

Numerous overseas Political Leaders and visitors have also 
accompanied Dr Kiran on slum visits to Asha project areas and 
enjoyed a similar experience. Global support has been garnered 
for Asha through the establishment of formal and registered 
Friends of Asha societies in Great Britain, Ireland, the USA and 
in Australia through, which supporters regularly fundraise and 
spread the news of our work. 

Dr Kiran has lectured at some of the world’s leading universities 
and presented the Asha model at the US House of Representatives 
and the British House of Commons. In 2002, the President of India 
presented Dr Kiran with one of India’s highest civilian awards, the 
Padma Shri. This year, as Asha completes 31 years, its contribution 
to the field of urban development continues to gain recognition 
worldwide.

 

“Our ground-breaking community 
development programmes in health, 
education, empowerment, environment 
improvement and financial inclusion 
have placed us firmly at the forefront of 
urban community transformation in the 
developing world and beyond. ”



Transforming lives since 1988.
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Block-A, Savda Ghevra Slum community, Savda 1

Block-B, Savda Ghevra Slum community, Savda 2

Block-C, Savda Ghevra Slum community, Savda 3

Peeragarhi Slum community, Peeragarhi 4

Indra Camp Punjabi Bagh  5

JJ Colony Punjabi Bagh Club Road Punjabi Bagh 6

JJ Colony Udyog Nagar, Paschim Vihar 7

N-86 Slum community, Lawrence Road 8

Block W85, Zakhira Slum community, Zakhira 9

Block W88, Zakhira Slum community, Zakhira 10

Pili Kothi Slum community, Hari Nagar 11

Kanchan Basti Slum community, Mayapuri 12

Railway line Slum community, Mayapuri Phase-I 13

Block-C-200   Slum community Mayapuri 14

Block-C-187  Slum community Mayapuri 15

Block-E-10   Slum community Mayapuri 16

Railway line Slum community Mayapuri Phase-II 17

Brahmpuri Colony Sagarpur 18

Kazhan Basti Mayapuri 19

Block-C-76  Slum community Mayapuri 20

Tulsinagar Slum, Zakhira 21

Golden Park, Punjabi Bagh 22

JJ Colony  Tanki No.2, Udyog Nagar, Peeragarhi 23

Jaipur Golden Slum community, Udyog Nagar Paschim Vihar 24

West Delhi

Sanjay Amar Colony, Anna Nagar ITO 49

Janta Jeevan Camp, Bhairon Mandir, ITO 50

Sanjay Gandhi Slum community, Anna Nagar, ITO 51

Central Delhi 

Block- CPJ, Seelampur Slum community, Seelampur 25

Block-J, Seelampur Slum community, Seelampur 26

Block-A, Seelampur Slum community, Seelampur 27

Block-G, Seelampur Slum community, Seelampur 28

Block-K, Seelampur Slum community, Seelampur 29

JJ Colony Welcome 30

Janta Colony, Jafrabad Road 31

Ajeet Nagar Slum community, Gandhi Nagar 32

Sonia Gandhi Slum community, Gandhi Nagar 33

Rani Garden Slum community, Gandhi Nagar 34

Safeda Basti Slum community, Gandhi Nagar 35

Chanderpuri Slum community, Gandhi Nagar 36

River side slum  Gandhi Nagar 37

Yamuna Khadar Slum community 38

Yamuna Khadar Slum community- Metro Line 39

Yamuna Khadar Slum community- ISBT 40

Sanjay Camp, Trilokpuri 41

Block-8 Trilokpuri 42

Block-28 Indra Camp, Trilokpuri 43

Block-29 Indra Camp, Trilokpuri 44

Block-16, Trilokpuri 45

Shashi Garden, Trilokpuri 46

JJ Colony  Kalyanpuri  47

Ambedkar Camp, Trilokpuri Slum community, Trilokpuri 48

East Delhi

Asha HQ, Sector-6, R.K. Puram 52

Vivekanand Slum community, Chanakyapuri 53

Kanak Durga Slum community, R.K. Puram 54

Nehru Ekta Slum community, R.K. Puram 55

Hanuman Slum community, R.K. Puram 56

Block A Dr. Ambedkar Slum community, R.K. Puram 57

Block  B Dr. Ambedkar Slum community, R.K. Puram 58

Saraswati Slum community, R.K. Puram 59

Ravi Dass Camp R K Puram 60

Motilal Slum community, Munirka 61

Ekta Vihar Slum community, R.K. Puram 62

Sonia Gandhi Slum community, R.K. Puram 63

Malai Mandir Slum community, R.K. Puram 64

Nepali Slum community, Vasant Vihar 65

Kusumpur Slum community, Vasant Vihar 66

Bhawar Singh Slum community, Vasant Vihar 67

Nepali Slum community, R.K. Puram 68

Karpuri Thakur Slum community, Srinivaspuri 69

Siddharth Basti, Sunlight Slum community, Ashram 70

Indira Gandhi Basti, Sunlight Slum community, Ashram 71

Jal Vihar Slum community  Ashram 72

Balmiki Camp, Begumpur, Malviya Nagar 73

Lal Gumbad, Malviya Nagar 74

Indira Camp. Behari Chowk, Malviya Nagar 75

Bhoomiheen Slum community, Kalkaji 76

Navjeevan Slum community, Kalkaji 77

Nehru Slum community, Kalkaji 78

Janta Jeevan Slum community, Okhla 79

Majdoor Kalyan Camp, Okhla Phase-II, 80

Block A, Tigri Slum community, Tigri 81

Block B, Tigri Slum community, Tigri 82

Block C, Tigri Slum community, Tigri 83

Block D, Tigri Slum community, Tigri 84

Block E, Tigri Slum community, Tigri 85

Block G, Tigri Slum community, Tigri 86

Block J, Tigri Slum community, Tigri 87

Subhash Camp, Power House, NTPC, Badarpur 88

V.P. Singh Slum community, Railway Colony, Tughlakabad 89

BIW Slum community, Badarpur 90

Shanti Vihar Chankyapuri 91

South Delhi
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Members of Children’s Association in Seelampur slum community



Dignity 

We respect and value the innate 
potential within everyone.

Compassion 

We recognize and identify with 
the suffering of all. 

Non-violence 

We completely reject aggression and 
confrontation in everything we do.

Empowerment 

We seek to unleash the potential 
of individuals for the greater good.

Justice 

We challenge social structures 
that deny basic human rights.

Affirmation 

We give individuals a heightened 
sense of value, courage and security.

Touch 

We demonstrate good will, warmth and 
love by the way we interact with people.

Simplicity 

We encourage people to engage with 
and focus on the purpose of their lives.

Generosity 

We give freely because we desire to, not 
with the idea of receiving a reward in 
return.

Gratitude

We make a conscious choice to focus 
on the positive and block negativity.

Optimism 

We help people to see possibilities 
rather than problems.

Joy

We find contentment in recognizing 
and celebrating all that is good in life.

Through a practical expression of these values, Asha aims to provide access to holistic community-based 
healthcare, education, empowerment, environmental improvements and financial services to some of the 
world’s poorest communities. Beyond the improvements to circumstances that come about through their 
application, these values bind us together - they define our identity and that of our communities.

Our Values
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Savitri was only a few months old, when her parents died in an accident. Savitri and her siblings, (Parvati and Prem) were orphaned. 
With no-one to look after them, Parvati had to provide. But at just 10 years old, she struggled to find even one meal per day. Sleeping 
with an empty stomach became a reality. 

The siblings eloped to Delhi when her sister married a local village boy and settled in Anna Nagar slum community. 

Years later, aged 16, Savitri married a labourer called Budhi Ram and they had 3 children. 

Tragically, Budhi Ram passed away due to an asthma attack in 1999. Devastated by her husband’s death, Savitri’s traumatic childhood 
began to haunt her. However, the Asha team counselled and encouraged throughout this difficult time. Asha also provided her with a 
job as a cleaner so that she could provide for her children. 

Sadly, tragedy was not far away. Parvati, her beloved sister, passed away.

One day Savitri woke up paralysed on her left side; she was bed-ridden. With no-one to care for her, she was hopeless. But the Asha 
family helped her to seek treatment from the hospital, and after a long period of treatment, she started walking again.

Two years later, her son, Ramesh, suffered paralysis on the right side of the body. With the help of Asha he is also recovering. However, 
they are dependent on food provided by people in the community. The Bal Mandal (Children’s group) also helps to care for the family 
and they were also grateful for the blankets they were given during the winter. 

Whilst her life has been marked by trauma and tragedy, Savitri knows that she can always rely on her Asha family.  She says, ‘My life 
has changed considerably after associating with Asha. The Asha team is very helpful and supportive’. 

In the midst of unimaginable pain and suffering, Savitri persevered through many obstacles because of the love and generosity of 
Asha.  

Her story is testimony to the power of community and a reminder that we need each other in times of trauma and tragedy. 

Compassion: healing of sorrows 
and wounds
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12-year-old Aftab recently shared the story of how Asha has changed his life by empowering him to believe in a different future. Like 
many other children growing up in the vast Seelampur slum community, he has experienced the hardships of extreme living conditions 
where health, water, sanitation, electricity and a good education often remained an impossible dream. He lives in a one room house 
with his parents and 3 siblings. As his parents work as a painter and a maid, their income is very limited and they have had little 
experience of education.

Life changed for Aftab after he met Shiv, an Education Counsellor with Asha. At that time Aftab was ignoring his parents and teachers, 
often preferring to play in the dirt on the open ground. With support from Asha he began to take part in the life of the Asha centre 
in Seelampur for the next 5 years. With the help of the Asha volunteers Aftab learned a new set of values which are now part of his 
daily life, values such as non-violence and generosity. As an example of this, Aftab shares that he goes each day to fetch water for an 
elderly man in his community.

Asha is also helping Aftab develop leadership skills. He speaks of the new responsibilities he carries. At school he takes responsibility 
for monitoring other children, signing the attendance register and supervising their behaviour in assembly. And within the Asha Centre 
he is heavily involved in running the children’s groups, acting as their President. He leads weekly meetings in which children are 
inspired to work to improve their communities. Together they collect money and use it to help the most vulnerable and needy within 
Seelampur. These children are empowered to put their Asha values into practice and so help to change their communities.

Aftab’s dream is now to become a lawyer so that he can continue the battle to improve life for his community. Asha is enabling him 
to turn this dream into reality.

Aftab: Living a life of Values
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Healthcare

The Healthcare Services provided by Asha are widely recognized by institutions across the world for efficiency, impact and quality. Asha 
has developed a 3-tier model for delivering healthcare services across the slums. Level 1 consists of trained women living and working 
in slums who are engaged as Community Health Volunteers. They regularly visit and monitor the health of communities, particularly 
pregnant women, pre-school children, the elderly and T.B. patients. Through committed efforts by Asha, almost 100% deliveries 
across the slums are now institutional or supported by trained professionals. Infant mortality rates and maternal mortality rates 
have reduced significantly. Level 2 consists of Asha clinics at its slum centres. Asha communities are adequately manned by doctors, 
nurses and paramedic staff. In addition, for advanced Healthcare and Diagnostics, Asha Polyclinic is well equipped with sophisticated 
laboratory, X-ray, ECG, Ultrasound and other diagnostic facilities.  Level 3 consists of a referral healthcare system where patients 
from slum communities are referred to the best private and public hospitals in Delhi in Asha’s network. At these institutions, they 
are provided with the best treatment with minimum hassle. CHVs are provided regular training which are time to time supplemented 
by refresher training as required. Healthcare services provided by Asha include maternal and child health care including reproductive 
health, children’s immunization for 0-5 years of children, general health and family planning; T.B. treatment through DOTS, geriatric 
care, diabetes and hypertension support. 

Asha works to increase awareness and access to quality maternal and new-born health services in the slum communities of Delhi. 
In Asha slums, antenatal clinics are held weekly at the community centres located within the communities. The Community Health 
Volunteers (CHVs) encourage expectant mothers to register early and have a minimum of 3 antenatal checks, along with 2 doses 
of tetanus toxoid injection and iron/folic acid supplements. They are also encouraged to undergo basic investigations to ensure 
timely intervention in case of pregnancy complications. All the tests are done at subsidized rates at the community centres and Asha 
polyclinic. Community health volunteers mobilise the community to access these services. They are educated on appropriate nutrition, 
personal hygiene, early breastfeeding and family planning components. The expectant mothers are encouraged to have birth kits free 
of charge in the last trimester of the pregnancy, to ensure safe deliveries at home. Women with high-risk pregnancies are advised to 
attend hospital for their confinement and the CHVs accompany them for support.

Right from the start, pregnant mothers are encouraged to have either institutional deliveries or deliveries conducted by trained 
midwives. The Asha team and the CHVs ensure that the local quacks (the unregistered medical practitioners who offer medical services) 
do not inject oxytocin to speed up labour. They conduct postnatal visits within 24 hours of delivery at home, to monitor the health of 
the mothers and the new-borns. Early breast-feeding is ensured, and the new-borns are weighed periodically. Regular postnatal visits 
are done by the CHVs to keep track of progress. 

100% children from 0-5 years are immunized as per WHO protocol. Vitamin A supplements are provided to all the children across 
Asha’s slum communities and almost 100% children are born with normal birth weight. Total contraceptive usage as part of family 
planning is about 60%. Asha’s healthcare model has impacted the lives of slum dwellers in terms of access, connectivity and quality 
and increased health-seeking behaviour in the community.

 



X Asha Team Leader conducting Antenatal Care check up at Tigri slum community
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Child Health Programme

Immunisations

Vaccines Asha Slums India as a Whole

Pentavalent 98%

MMR 92%

Typhoid 77%

BCG 100% 92%*

Measles 93% 81%*

Vitamin- A Supplementation

Indicators Asha Slums India as a Whole

Vitamin- A Supplementation 97% 60%*

Maternal Health Programme

Antenatal Care

Indicators Asha Slums India as a Whole

Antenatal Coverage 100% 66%*

Tetanus Toxoid Coverage 100% 79%*

Lab Investigations 100% 55%*

Obstetric Sonography 100% 24%*

Natal

Deliveries in Hospitals and by Trained Birth Attendants 100% 79%*

Postnatal

Normal Birth Weight (2.5 kg and above) 91% 81%**

Breast fed within 6 hours of birth 100% 42%*

Health  Statistics



Mortality Rates

Rate
Asha Slums India as a Whole

(per 100,000 live births)

Maternal Mortality  Rate 0      113****

(per 1000 live births)

Perinatal Mortality Rate 6        26*****

Neonatal Mortality Rate 11  23**

Infant Mortality Rate 13 31**

Under 5 Mortality Rate 13    37***

Child Survival Index 987

Child Survival Rate 99

Source

* National Family Health Survey (NFHS)
** UNICEF
***  World Bank
****  Office of the Registrar General’s Sample Registration System (SRS)
*****  State of new born Health in India.- National Center for Biotechnology Information. (NCBI)
******  Government of India
 
Note 1:  Statistical tool used: Median
Note 2:   Mortality figures for India as awhole can not be taken as reliable as there is poor health infrastructure and poor data collection in tier 2 & 3 cities as well as in villages.
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Pramod, Asha Radiographer taking X- ray



Kavita- Rekindling of hope for 
motherhood

Education was the last priority for Kavita’s poor parents who raised 7 children in the slum. As the eldest, Kavita had to leave school to 
look after her siblings while her mother worked as a domestic help. Kavita desperately wanted to learn.

Aged 15, Kavita was forced to marry. Her husband, Ravi, worked as a driver at Delhi airport earning a small salary of 10,000 rupees per 
month (£108, $140) and she worked a domestic help. Soon after marriage she conceived her first baby. However, she miscarried. One 
miscarriage is traumatic and sad but Kavita miscarried so many times that she lost count. 

There was a flicker of hope in 2016 when she went full-term. But all of her hopes and dreams were shattered when the doctor informed 
her that there was no foetal movement in the womb. Mental and physical torment ensued. Whilst her husband took her to many 
doctors around the city, none of her pregnancies lasted more than one trimester. The pain was too much to bear.  Kavita stopped 
attending social gatherings to avoid the questions from people about children. Her in-laws also threatened to remarry Ravi if she 
could not conceive. It seemed hopeless.

One day she heard about Asha and gathered the courage to visit the Asha polyclinic. Dr Sharmila, Consultant Gynaecologist, examined 
Kavita and she identified a treatment plan.  Dr Sharmila encouraged Kavita to bring her husband to the clinic. 9 years later, Kavita has 
finally conceived and she has reached the third trimester. 

Ravi and Kavita have moved to Ekta Vihar slum, close to the polyclinic, so that her health can be closely monitored. 

Kavita says, ‘Being uneducated I faced so many problems. I will make sure to educate my child under the guidance of Asha. I am 
thankful to Asha especially Dr. Sharmila for bringing happiness in my life. My only regret is that I came to Asha so late in life.”

Kavita being examined by Dr Sharmila
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Seema’s home lies down in one of the many narrow lanes in Kalkaji slum. To reach it you have to pick your way across the open drains, 
dirt and faeces which lie along the way. Her home is a tiny one room house with no openings for light or ventilation.

Seema was only 16 when her family arranged her marriage to 20 year old Ramesh. This brought a huge change for Seema. She had to 
move from her family home in Faizabad, UP to join Ramesh and together they settled in Kalakaji slum in South Delhi in 2009. Seema’s 
time was soon taken up with babies and family life while Ramesh took a low paid job in a nearby factory. He was able to support his 
young family.

Seema came into contact with the Asha team through their visits to young mothers. All went well during her first 2 pregnancies. Seema 
received healthcare advice at the Asha centre. They checked her weight and blood pressure. After these 2 children were born, Seema 
made sure they were vaccinated.

Seema continued to go for checks during her third pregnancy. She gave birth to a baby boy. Initially he was healthy and all seemed well. 
But within a few days he was critically ill and by 2 months old he had pneumonia and severe diarrhoea. Seema was distraught as she 
watched her youngest child suffer a continuous high fever and weight loss. For a while the little boy seemed close to death.

The Asha team supported Seema and her son during this time. They checked the child regularly and went to hospital for appointments. 
After many sleepless nights the boy began to improve.

Seema continued to visit the Asha centre to get the boy’s weight checked. Asha supplied antibiotics and Vitamin supplements. They 
also advised her on nutrition.

Now Seema can look back on this difficult time with gratitude for the healthcare she received from the Asha staff. She reflects ‘Asha 
has helped and assisted me and my family in times of despair’

Today, Seema’s son is a healthy 2 year old. Asha will continue to monitor his progress.

Daksh: On the road to recovery

Daksh with his mother Seema



Volunteer Doctors at Asha

Dr Daniel Hendrix
Dr Daniel Hendrix, an Audiologist from the USA, visited Asha and 
during his week-long stay he conducted several clinics in the Asha 
slum communities and the Polyclinic for hearing impaired slum 
patients. Dr Daniel also provided them with hearing-aid devices free 
of cost.

Dr David Finch
Asha was pleased to welcome Dr David and Mrs Helen Finch from 22nd 
October to 1st November. They have been associated with Asha for over 
two decades; David as the Chairman and Helen as one of the trustees 
of Friends of Asha (GB). They visited Asha’s Zakhira and Mayapuri 
Community where they conducted the Hypertension and Diabetes 
clinics and provided nutrition and physical health counselling. 

Oral Healthcare
Dr Ana, a Dentist, from the UK visited Asha along with a team led by Dr. 
Richard Hogben, Coordinator of Friends of Asha, Great Britain. She took 
multiple sessions on oral hygiene at Asha’s Zakhira and Mayapuri slum 
centres. She taught women and children the correct way of brushing 
and shared pointers on how to take care of your teeth. They gifted each 
participant a toothbrush and toothpaste and conducted a practical 
session for all. The children were ecstatic to go home with their new 
and colourful toothbrushes.

Free eye camp held in Mayapuri
A free eye camp was organized by Dr. Jatinder Bhalla, Eye Surgeon, 
and his team from Deen Dayal Upadhyay Hospital on 18th of April. This 
hospital is a part of Asha’s referral system, wherein the critical patients 
from Asha clinics are referred to renowned doctors, who treat them 
free of cost, as a part of their pro bono services. 116 patients visited 
the camp. 
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The early  months of  2020 witnessed the Corona Virus COVID-19 sweeping across the world and turning into a pandemic. India was not 
left unaffected. Asha as an organisation immediately shifted its focus onto the wellbeing of the families living in the 91 slums it works 
in, as the nation went into lockdown.

The lockdown dramatically affected  
the slum dwellers as it led to an 
immediate deterioration of their living 
conditions. With no source of income, 
as most are daily wage earners, the 
slum dwellers are facing  the most 
difficult period  of their lives.  Small 
rooms in constricted spaces shared 
by 5 to 6 people (at times even more) 
make the already grim situation worse 
and makes social distancing a huge 
challenge. Many are worried about 
their jobs, the majority about their next 
meal. Among them are elderly, disabled, 
widows, families with young children, 
pregnant women, or those  suffering 
from diseases like tuberculosis, asthma, 
and so on. The families are experiencing 
food deprivation and destitution like 
never before.

Asha COVID-19 Emergency Response



Asha COVID-19 Emergency Response

Asha immediately  formed 22 Asha Corona Warrior Teams across various communities . Each team comprised of young volunteers  
and the Community Health Volunteers (CHVs). They were provided basic PPE kits for protection. The Asha Warriors visited all the  
houses, patrolled the lanes, and educated the slum residents on the importance of staying at home, maintaining  social distancing, 
thorough hand washing, and encouraged wholehearted compliance. They worked alongside the local police and local administration 
and assisted them in their crisis management. At first, many Asha Warriors faced the ire of the residents and put their health and life 
at risk for the sake of the well being of the community.

Asha provided monetary support  as well as carefully planned  food parcels to the elderly, disabled, widows, families with babies and 
small children, malnourished children and people with chronic diseases.

Asha Corona Warriors through their commitment and sacrifice, have built trust and earned the respect of the communities they serve.
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Statistic tool used: Median
*UNICEF  

Community Empowerment & 
Environment

Indicators India as a Whole Asha Slums

Population Using Basic Sanitation Services 40%* 95%

Population Using Piped Drinking Water 28%* 83%

Statistics

Asha’s Empowerment Programme enables slum women and children to become agents of transformation within their communities. 
These collaborations are highly instrumental in improving the quality of life when living in the slums. They also provide a forum for 
women and children to come together and address the problems within their community. 

Community Empowerment addresses the social, cultural, political and economic factors in the slum. While the Environment 
Programme trains the members of Women’s and Children’s Associations to fight for their rights on issues such as, community 
cleanliness, prevention of air and water pollution, waste disposal, and household safety measures. 

The Asha community centre in the slum acts as a platform for the children and women to come together and develop their personalities, 
augment their leadership qualities and overcome psychological complexes. For three decades, the Women’s Associations have taken 
leadership in their own hands and successfully associated themselves with the community, public health authorities and local 
government bodies to achieve an improved quality of life in the communities. 

Community empowerment plays a vital role in environment and infrastructure development. Stepping into an Asha slum is living 
proof that change is possible in the environment. Clean paved streets, unblocked drains, legal electricity meters in every home, 
functional water pumps and clean public toilet complexes are some of the improvements as a result of Asha’s grassroot advocacy 
and empowerment of the community.

This year:

New water taps New Garbage BinsNew hand pumps New Toilets

600 80 60 10



Children on a Malaria rally, at Mayapuri slum community
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Water scarcity highlights the divide between rich and poor. 

In many communities women have to carry heavy containers of water each day, damaging their health in the process. School children 
have to share this role, sometimes meaning they miss school or reduce their study time. The stored water they collect can be a major 
source of diseases such as malaria and typhoid.

But looking at the story of the women in Mayapuri slum in particular, the extent of the problem becomes clearer. Each day at about 
5 a.m. these women need to set off and walk for about 20 minutes to collect water, crossing many railway lines on the way. As they 
walked they were often verbally harassed by men. After queuing for several hours they had to carry the heavy water containers back 
home across the railway lines. Sometimes this job had to be done by the children in the family, risking their schooling in the process.

So the Mayapuri Women’s Association got together to take action. They visited government offices repeatedly for two years, putting 
their case for a clean water supply. The first step was when the government put in a water line with one tap for every thirty families. 
But this was only on for two hours a day. This led to tension and arguments between the women in the queue.

Finally the story changed about four months ago. The women’s hard work and persistence paid off. The M.L.A. with the Delhi water 
board constructed a new tube well in the slum. Now all the homes in the Mayapuri slum community get a water supply to their homes 
for 6 hours a day.

The women are delighted by the progress. It will not only make their lives much easier, but also will improve their health. It will impact 
the lives of their children. 

As Asha gives women a sense of empowerment and a voice, the women realise the power of working together for change. In return the 
wider community is grateful for the efforts of the Asha Women’s Association. 

 

Empowered Women solve 
water crisis

Asha CHV along with the members of Women Association at newly constructed tubewell in Mayapuri Slum community



It was a normal evening for Rajda in September 2019. She and her family were watching television when there was a loud noise at 
about 10 pm. Suddenly their small home started shaking and everything began falling around them. They could hear people screaming 
outside. They tried to escape from their home but the door was stuck. When they finally escaped they realised their neighbours’ house 
had collapsed, killing two of the neighbours as it fell.

This tragedy upset the close community and some children were afraid to sleep for a while.

Rajda is the leader of the Women’s group in Seelampur. She quickly gathered others from the community together to help the afflicted 
family. They helped move them to a safe place, cooked meals for them and collected up household items that had been lost.

Next, the women visited the government agencies to get the electricity reconnected in the neighbourhood. Then they worked to get 
compensation so the family could rebuild their home. This took many trips to different offices and was costly, but the women did not 
complain.

By working together, the women are able to help and support others in their community when they face particular crises. They live out 
the Asha values of love, compassion and generosity and so bring hope. The Women’s group steadily empower them to push for change.

An act of community giving

Rajda along with the Asha team and other members of Women Association at Seelampur Slum community
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Education

Asha has always recognised the life-changing role of education, which creates opportunities for better jobs, leading to income for 
improved nutrition, healthcare and housing, and finally breaking the cycle of poverty. Asha’s interventions over the past 31 years have 
ensured that opportunities for education at each level, i.e. primary, secondary and tertiary, are available to the students living in slum 
communities across Delhi.

The Asha team ensures that each child is a part of the formal education system and has access to adequate study material. Asha also 
offers Computer and English literacy classes to school-going children in order to bring them at par with their financially better-off 
counterparts.

Poverty and pressure from society often force students to drop out of school and take up small jobs to supplement the family income.  
Asha launched its pioneering Higher Education Programme in 2008 to provide opportunities for tertiary education to students from 
the slums.

Asha’s Higher Education Programme started in 2008 with just 27 students and now covers more than 2,700 students! Asha’s strategy 
to reach out directly to the children in the slums has begun a process that will lead students through primary and secondary education 
to graduation and jobs which will enable Asha students to lead satisfying and dignified lives.

In the academic session 2018, 98% of students who took the school leaving examinations successfully passed and out of these more 
than 80% enrolled at university or vocational colleges.

The Asha Higher Education Programme provides more than just college education: it also offers mentorship, internship, and most 
recently job placement opportunities to the students. 

Indicators India as a Whole Asha Slums

Primary Education Completion Rate 95%* 100%

Secondary Education Enrolment Rate 75.18%** 70%

Tertiary Education Enrolment Rate 27.54%** 60%

Statistics

Statistic tool used: Median
*UNICEF 
** UNESCO 



New entrants to Delhi University
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Suman at Chanderpuri Slum community



Suman lives with her family in Safeda Basti, an informal settlement of thousands of people living in small shanty houses. Her father 
migrated from Muzaffarpur, Bihar in the 1990’s. Initially he worked as a cook for weddings in the slums. However, once he became a 
father to 5, this income was not enough to support his large family. Also, due to the seasonal nature of his work, he was also out of 
work for long periods of time which unfortunately led to him becoming an alcoholic. Despite these hardships, Suman’s mother made 
parathas (flatbread) to make a living and her 2 elder brothers started working as repairmen fixing bicycles and rickshaws. 

In spite of the hardships, Suman wanted to study hard at school. In 2017, Suman came into contact with Asha team members. She was 
overjoyed when she heard that she could receive a college degree with help from Asha so she immediately signed up to meet Asha 
ambassadors to receive guidance for higher education.

Incredibly she scored 85.5% in her Year 12 exams and with financial support from Asha she was offered a place on the BA Political 
Science and English course at Zakir Husain College in Delhi University.

Despite the joy, Suman’s home life was very difficult.

Her father physically abused her mother when he was under the influence of alcohol. Not only did she had to endure this abuse but she 
also started to feel unwell and ended up bedridden. One day she fainted and was rushed to hospital. A CT scan revealed that she had a 
brain tumour and there was internal building. Tragically, her tumour was inoperable and she passed away 1 week later. 

Whilst her father realised that he had behaved badly and neglected his family, it was a bit too late. The only place she could find 
comfort was in Asha. With tears in her eyes she says, ‘Asha team members have treated me like their own. The Asha family made me 
realise that I am not alone’.

Suman is an incredible woman and a true Asha ambassador. Despite her personal struggles, she is an active member in Asha. She loves 
to help people and seeing Asha’s work in the slums has motivated her to become a social worker. She is looking forward to studying 
an MA in Social Work in the future. 

A story of hardship and resilience 
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Gaurav: Creating change through 
education

Gaurav with Bal Mandal Members at Janta Jeevan Camp, Okhla

Gaurav’s story began when his father moved to Delhi from Gorakhpur in Uttar Pradesh in the 1980s. He got a job in a dry cleaning 
factory, earning the tiny sum of Rs.4800 a month (approx $67 or £52). Gaurav and his wife moved to Janta Jeevan Camp slum in Okhla, 
South Delhi.

Gaurav was born in 1998, much to his parents delight. Three other children followed and money was very tight. There was seldom 
enough to buy more than one meal a day. Gaurav and his younger brother took odd jobs, working nights in a factory in their teens to 
add to their family’s income. Gaurav and his siblings went to the nearby government school where Gaurav began to access extra tuition 
to compensate for the low standard of teaching in his school. Gaurav quickly realised how expensive this was, especially for those from 
a poor background. He was determined to change things.

Gaurav met with Asha when he was in the 12th standard. Looking round his slum community he realised there were many young 
children, aged 6-10, who didn’t go to school. So in 2015 he began ‘Free Tuition’ sessions with a few children, supported by Asha. Within 
a year, 5 out of 6 of these children were able to enrol in government schools nearby. Meanwhile, he was working hard on his own 
education. He scored 72% in his school leaving exams. With Asha’s help he won a place at Dyal Singh College at Delhi University to study 
Political Science with Office Management. Asha helped him with the admissions process and paid his fees. 

Gaurav now wants to play a part in changing the education system in India. He said ’Asha motivates me to reach this goal. He has 
benefitted from internships including one at Rio Tinto. Being in this kind of work environment helps to build his self-esteem, presentation 
and communication skills. He is currently providing free tuition to 18 children aged from4-14 years old in his slum community. Every 
evening without fail he spends 2 hours teaching them Maths and English as well as helping them with their homework. “Even on days 
when I am tired, the children’s eagerness, energy and smiles motivate and inspire me. I feel alive and it helps me keep going’.

Gaurav is involved in running the Bal Mandal (Children’s group) and often 40 children come together to play games, do exercise and 
pick up garbage in their community park on Saturday afternoons. 

Asha is proud of the way Gaurav is becoming one of the leaders of tomorrow, taking up the challenge of helping and motivating others 
to access education and aim higher.
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Workshops at Asha

Geetanjali Jhurani, UAE: 
Geetanjali Jhurani conducted two workshops. The theme for the first workshop was 
Education, Domestic Violence, Child Marriage, and Dowry which was for the Mahila 
Mandal (Women Association) while the second workshop revolved around “Breaking 
Gender Stereotypes” for the young Asha students.

Asha’s Programme and Communication Team: 
Asha’s Programme and Communication Team conducted various workshops for 
Asha students in the year 2020 where they covered various topics like Social media, 
photography, subject and career choices.

Macquarie Group Foundation:
The Macquarie Group Foundation team from Gurugram conducted a workshop on 
communications for Asha college students. The students discussed the problems they 
faced in their day to day communication including job interviews, etc. 

Surabhi Tandon, Video Journalist: 
Surbhi talked about the importance of studying Journalism and how it can be beneficial 
while pursuing a career as a journalist, along with highlighting the names of some 
institutes in Delhi which offer Diploma and Master courses for TV and Print Journalism. 

Lieutenant Commander Raja, Indian Navy: 
This session was designed for students who wish to pursue defence as their career. Lt 
Cdr Raja initiated the session by speaking about the various entry route in the services. 
He spoke about the application process along with the age, and recruitment process. He 
focused on the major entry, Combined Defence Services (CDS) examination, conducted by 
the Union Public Service Commission (UPSC) twice a year to recruit officers for the Army, 
Navy and Air Force, and followed by a face-to-face with the Services Selection Board (SSB). 

Priyadarshini Choudhary, Assistant Manager, Canara Bank: 
Priyadarshini initiated the session by speaking about the various roles a Bank officer 
undergoes once they pass the examination and secure a position at the Canara bank. To 
encourage the intrigued students, she addressed the benefits of the job. These included 
various factors such as understanding of government policies, gaining a broader view, 
perks of the job, multitasking skills along with receiving respect in society to name a few. 
This session was greatly beneficial to the future bank officers of Asha.

In the 2019-20, there were various workshops held for Asha students. Each workshop was designed to be very interactive and 
motivating. 



Asha Ambassador Programme

Asha Ambassador Programme, which was launched in December 2013, has over 850 passionate student volunteers across the slums, 
who are working diligently furthering the vision of Asha. These students, who have received support from Asha for their education, are 
now “paying it forward” by motivating and guiding more young students in the same manner. The ambassadors take regular subject 
classes to prepare the juniors for their exams and also assist the Asha team with the college admission process.

Regular workshops and interactions enable the Asha ambassadors to instill them with leadership qualities and encourage their 
younger peers to pursue higher education. The ambassadors work tirelessly spreading awareness about the importance of education 
to eradicate unemployment and poverty around their communities, so that every individual can live a dignified life and reach their 
innate potential.

Ambassadors helping their young peers during their exams

Awareness campaign in outreach areas

Asha Ambassador taking creativity session with 
children association at Tigri slum community

Conducting door to door awareness campaign in Zakhira
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Asha Internship Programme

The Asha Internship Programme provides internship opportunities for students from underprivileged backgrounds to gain experience 
in the professional world. Since its inception in 2012, nearly 416 students have benefitted from the program. Impressed by the students’ 
performance and humble backgrounds, many of the employers have extended the internship duration while others have offered jobs 
to the interns. Many partners mention that the journey of transformation from a shy nervous intern on their first day, to a confident 
individual on their last day has been inspiring for them.

The Asha Internship Programme aims to provide Asha students from the slums with valuable exposure to a professional environment. 
It gives the students significant workplace experience which helps them in securing employment in the competitive job market.

62 students secured internships opportunities in multinationals companies, high commissions, embassies, and UN organizations such 
as Macquarie, Rio Tinto, Mazars, Australian High Commission, British High Commission, International Monetary Fund and others. Long 
term internships were also given to Asha graduates by the Embassy of Ireland, Embassy of Peru and Embassy of Denmark.

Internship Launch at the Australian High Commission



Asha Mentorship Programme

With its launch in 2012, the Asha Mentorship Programme is designed to provide the bright yet underprivileged students residing in Asha 
slums exposure to the professional world and its challenges. The programme helps to link professionals associated with renowned 
firms and companies, with students from Asha slums depending upon the interest of the mentor and the mentee.

The Mentorship Programme’s main purpose is to guide students in career planning and help them upgrade their soft skills. The 
programme is very flexible in nature: it lets the mentee and mentor arrange meetings in a comfortable environment such as cafes, 
malls, restaurants, parks or at home. The programme lets professional individuals “pay it forward” by experiencing the satisfaction of 
supporting someone and seeing them flourish. Asha believes that behind a successful student lies the accomplishment of their mentor.

In the year 2019-2020, -- professionals from multinationals companies and high commission/ embassies volunteered to mentor over 
30 Asha students from various slum communities.

Lorna Woods (British High Commission) with Sugra

Sebastian Down (British High Commission) with Karan

Louise (Netherlands Embassy) with Neha and Mehjabeen

Tess Phippen (British High Commission) with Sandhya Katherine Ryan (British 
High Commission) with 
Mala

Nicholas Duvivier (British High 
Commission) with Tushar
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A mentor making a difference

A mentor-mentee relationship can be a 
powerful force for change.

Last year Asha’s Internship Launch 
brought Ben and Rakesh together to 
make this happen. At first Rakesh found 
it hard to talk to Ben, who is from the 
British High Commission, but steadily 
this began to change as they got to 
know each other.

Ben was able to support and advise 
Rakesh in many ways including some 
presentations Rakesh had to give during 
his internship with Macquarie. They also 
shared an interest in running and both 
took part in marathons in Delhi. They 
talked together about the possibility of 
starting up a business and visited cafes 
and restaurants to explore these ideas.

Rakesh is from a large family. He is 
the first among his 5 brothers and 4 
sisters to study at a university. His 
father died 13 years ago, leaving his 
family vulnerable. His brothers work 
as gardeners to support the family. 
They have been supportive of their 
brother Rakesh although his life has 
led to very different opportunities, first 
winning a place at University and then 
experiencing Internships in prestigious 
organisations such as the Australian 
High Commission and Macquarie Global 
Services. 

Rakesh has been grateful for time spent 
with his Mentor Ben. This is about to 
change as Ben will be returning to the 
UK. Ben knew Rakesh would find this 
change hard and has given him a gift of 
a book called ‘The Intelligent Investor’, 
which Rakesh calls ‘The Bible of the 
Stock Market’. Rakesh was delighted 
with this gift.

But Rakesh will not be left without a Mentor. Ben has passed that role on to James, his colleague from the British High Commission, 
who will continue to support Rakesh. Ben too hopes to stay in close touch with Rakesh and they may even run another marathon 
together in the future.

 



Mentorship is a two way street: 
you get out what you put in

Behind many of the stories of successful achievements by Asha students there is a mentor. Asha is encouraging a variety of people 
to act as mentors. Some are professional people, others are older Asha graduates who have been helped in the past. Here is one such 
story.

Usha was mentored by Dr Kiran. She encouraged, advised and guided Usha through her time as a student while studying a degree in 
Journalism. Usha, now in her twenties, has a successful career as a content writer and presenter at a renown media house in Delhi. Now 
Usha, in turn, has become a mentor for Sonam and is helping her achieve her ambition of being a journalist.

Sonam lives in Chanderpuri slum with her family. Her father had migrated to Delhi in the 1990s in search of a better job and now 
works as a labourer. This means Sonam has grown up in the slum community, experiencing a sense of inferiority, incompetence and 
discouragement. Her older sister was not allowed to continue her studies for financial reasons. But Sonam continued to work hard and 
won a place at Delhi University to study Hindi Honours.

But Sonam found life at college difficult at first. It was easy to feel intimidated when working alongside students from a richer, 
privileged background. Others told her studying Hindi Honours was a waste of time. Asha encouraged her towards success.

Asha helped Sonam gain internship experiences first at the New Zealand High Commission and then at the Australian High Commission. 
Here Sonam was able to work with the communications team and this developed her interest in Journalism.

In 2019 Dr Kiran started to take a personal interest in Sonam’s life, her dreams and aspirations. Dr Kiran enlisted Usha to mentor 
Sonam and help develop her plans for the future.

During Sonam’s final year at university Usha helped Sonam make an action plan to help her win a place on a Master’s program. Usha 
supported Sonam as she filled out the application forms and helped pay the fees for this. Encouraged by Usha and Dr Kiran, Sonam 
won a place at Jamia Milia Islamia and Asha undertook to pay her course fees. 

Usha is continuing to help Sonam prepare for the challenges of working in the media sector. Usha is helping her develop more of the 
skills she will need to succeed.  Having walked a similar path herself, Usha is well-placed to help Sonam on her road to success.

Usha (Hindustan Times) and Sonam
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Job Placement Programme

The Job Placement Programme is connected to our other programs, particularly the Higher Education, Internship, and Mentorship 
programs in order to achieve the best possible results. The systems, processes, and structures are interlinked with the intent to deliver 
the necessary training and skills required for the students to secure the best opportunities.  

Asha, along with the contribution of volunteers, regularly initiates workshops on CV building, interview technique, training on soft 
skills, behavioral training and personality development. The ethos is to focus on career development and personal growth rather than 
just finding a job. The program also looked at the latest market trends to incorporate the right skills in candidates. 

Asha has recently pioneered workshops on specific careers delivered by successful professionals in the field. Our students benefitted 
by attending the workshops on different professions such as journalism, banking, and defence. The workshop was initiated to give the 
interested students the specific knowledge about their preferred field, along with details of the necessary exams and the potential 
challenges. 

Through our sustained efforts, to date more than 96% of Asha’s graduates are employed in multinationals including Macquarie, 
Mazars, Rio Tinto, Grant Thornton, and many Embassies and High Commissions like Denmark, France, New Zealand, Great Britain, and 
Ireland just to name a few. 

It has also been Asha’s focus to ensure that those students who are unable to secure admission in university, are counselled and 
motivated to join skill development and vocational courses based on their aptitude. In doing so many students are working as 
professional nurses, paramedical laboratory technicians, etc.

Saba at Visa Facilitation Services

Anju at Denmark Embassy

Dilip at Australian High 
Commission

Babita at International Rice 
Research Institue

Sonu at O2 Pathology Lab

Harshit at Wipro

Sunil at 
PricewaterhouseCoopers

Priyanka at Barclays
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My father, Sudhir, is from Bihar with a background 
in farming. Circumstances led him to Delhi in the 
late 1980’s and he settled in Kusumpur Pahadi slum 
community in south Delhi. He learned how to drive 
and started working as a driver earning the tiny 
amount of Rs200 ($2.78/£2/15) per month.

Aged 23, my father married my mother, Anita, who 
was 19 at the time. It wasn’t long before she regularly 
attended the Asha centre with her 3 young children. 

When I was just 2 years old, tragedy stuck my family. 

Tragically my mother committed suicide by burning 
herself to death.

I was too young to understand and I can’t remember 
the details but the loss will never leave me.

My father was so distraught so he sent my two older 
siblings to live in Bihar with his parents. 

I loved school. 

When I was preparing for the Year 12 examinations, 
I got in contact with Asha. With their guidance and 
support, I achieved 87% in final exams. I decided to 
pursue a Bachelor of Commerce degree from PGDAV 
college in Delhi University. Asha helped me with the 
admission process and generously assisted with 
paying for my college fees. 

Paying it Forward 

I was so thankful for all that Asha had done for me so 
I decided to provide tuitions for Asha students from 
Kusumpur Pahadi. 

Through the help and support of Asha, I also got the 
opportunity to intern with multinational companies, 
Macquarie and F1F9. I was thrilled when they offered 
me the position of an Associate working in the Market 
Risk team. 

Through the support, guidance and provision of Asha 
I have developed in so many ways. It is my privilege 
to be an Asha ambassador and empower students to 
achieve their dreams.

Sahil- Pursuit of changing life 
for the better

Sahil at his workplace



Born into extreme poverty, Divya endured unimaginable 
conditions in her childhood. Her father, Guruprasad, 
was a farmer in Amethi, Uttar Pradesh but was forced 
to migrate to Delhi in search of a better life; he settled 
in Asha’s Kusumpur Pahari slum community. He found 
work as a security guard in a wealthy area of Delhi but 
his wages were very low. Unfortunately, he was dismissed 
from his work which left the family in dire circumstances.

Dhanpati, Divya’s mother, had to find work to feed her 
family of 6. Educated to Grade 10 level, she was able 
to tutor primary school students. However, she didn’t 
receive enough money to feed her family of 6. In order 
to survive, she sent her oldest daughter to live with her 
grandparents.   

It was at this time, she heard about Asha. 

Dhanpati loved being part of the Mahila Manda (Women’s 
Association) and she worked tirelessly to help her fellow 
slum dwellers and was eventually offered a job at Asha 
because of her commitment. Life was starting to get 
better as Guruprasad also got a job as a gardener. 

Dhanpati brought her eldest daughter back to the family 
home and raised her 4 children with the guidance and 
support of Asha.  

Divya, became an active member of the Bal Mandal 
(Children’s group). She recalls: 

“I always accompanied amma (mother) who worked at 
the Asha centre. My inclination to be a part of Asha’s 
children association grew when I saw kids studying and playing together in the centre. Education then became an integral part of our 
family and since then I am associated with Asha”. 

Divya became interested in nursing and decided to pursue an undergraduate programme in nursing, particularly ANM (Auxiliary Nurse 
Midwery). When Divya told her father about her plans, he was overjoyed. In order to pay for the fees, he began to work at night as a 
guard. 

With the encouragement of the Asha team and Asha ambassadors, she scored highly in Grade 12. Divya passed her entrance 
examinations and was admitted into the course. 

Divya is now working as a nurse. The Asha values and her training in Nursing has made her more sensitive and compassionate. 

But it wasn’t always that way. She reminisces,

“During the rains, the water used to seep inside our house from the ceiling. My mother would make all of us stand in a corner of the 
house and with a utensil, slowly she threw the water out. I still remember how my friends used to mock at me. Recently I met one of 
them while going to hospital. She was surprised to know that I am a nurse now whereas many of them left their studies in between. I 
can never forget how Asha and my parents pushed me to pursue my dreams. My father, a gardener, proudly tells about me wherever 
he works,” smiles Divya.

The community treats Divya with respect and dignity because of all of her achievements. What an incredible journey! 

Divya: Nightingale in the making

Divya at her workplace
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Asha Alumni Association

Since its inception in 2018, Asha graduates from Asha slum communities have initiated a lot of activities for the welfare of their 
communities. The aim is to encourage the Asha graduates to contribute their time, expertise and resources for the upliftment of their 
respective slum communities. They have initiated quarterly meetings where they discuss their action plan to encourage more students. 
They have made exceptional contributions, such as identifying bright students, visiting new slum communities, organizing workshops 
in the slums, assisting high schoolers in their college admissions, and sharing their expertise on soft skills and job placement. The 
Alumni Association works as agents of transformation for the Asha slums.  

Members of the Asha Alumni Association



Imagine living in a house built on a drain made of plastic 
and haystacks, with no ventilation, sanitation, water or 
electricity and water pouring into the home during the 
monsoon season. Sounds like a nightmare!

Tragically, this was Rahul’s reality growing up in Anna Nagar 
slum in Delhi. 

We never had a door at the entrance of our shanty, we 
used a bed sheet as a curtain. Life in the slum can be full of 
challenges and deprivations.

In spite of all of the challenges, Rahul was a studious child 
and an active member of the Asha centre Bal Mandal 
(children’s group). 

But everything changed in Grade 9 when he began to spend 
time in bad company. Once top of the class, Rahul regularly 
missed class. Eventually he left school and worked as a 
waiter in a college canteen. 

Whilst working, he saw many students from slum colonies 
and this was the moment his life changed forever. 

He decided to seek readmission to school. Whilst this was 
a difficult process, he persevered with the help of the Asha 
team.

It wasn’t long before Rahul returned to his position at the 
top of the class. It seemed as though his life was back on 
track.

But tragedy hit the family. Rahul’s father died after 
suffering from throat cancer.  No longer a carefree student, 
all the responsibility for his mother and 3 siblings was on 
Rahul’s shoulders. 

Without further education he would not be able to secure a higher-paid job but with the financial help of Asha he secured a place 
studying BA Political Science at prestigious Delhi University.  

Not only did he have the funds to complete the course but he was also provided with opportunities to do an internship at SMEC and 
F1F9, where he gained insight into the professional corporate world. 

Rahul graduated in 2015 and secured a job in VFS Global (Visa Facilitation Services Global); later he moved to an insurance company. 
With this new income, he was able to save enough money to build a home and provide for his family as well as help his 3 siblings to get 
married. In 2018 Rahul fell in love with one of his ex-colleagues, Kiran. After they were married, they decided to move out of the slum. 

Recognising Asha’s incredible influence on his life, he decided to pay it forward to Asha by contributing part of his salary to Asha. 
His example inspired many other Asha Alumni to do the same and support young ones from his slum community to pursue higher 
education.

Be the change, you want to see in 
the world

Rahul at his workplace
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Financial Inclusion

Asha believes that to achieve inclusive development and growth, the expansion of financial services to all sections of society is 
imperative. In the recent years, the Indian government have been pushing the idea of financial inclusion.

In line with the Government of India’s mandate, Asha collaborated with the Ministry of Finance, and 9 nationalised banks to launch 
the Financial Inclusion Programme in June 2008. The pilot programme provided equal opportunities to slum dwellers to access formal 
financial facilities for an improved income and a better life. The scheme also involved equipping slum dwellers with financial literacy 
to increase their self-confidence in their earning potential and help them in their financial planning.

Since the launch of Asha’s Financial Inclusion programme, Asha is intensively carrying out mass awareness for the slum dwellers on 
the benefits of accessing banking services. The programme gives a scope for savings and loan services to the poor in an inexpensive 
and easy-to-use form. It includes opening of bank accounts for those that have never had one and allowing people to send and 
receive money easily. However, the task is quite challenging as most of them do not have legal residence documents, without which 
the banks are reluctant to open their accounts. Asha is persistently deliberating with the banks to open their accounts based on 
Asha’s reputation and credibility and presently the majority of the slum dwellers in Asha communities have opened their accounts 
with nationalized banks with zero savings. Opening bank accounts has further helped them access low interest loans to pursue higher 
education, repair houses and set up small businesses. 

Asha’s programme integrates slum dwellers into the mainstream financial system, giving them access to microloans that lead to 
income generating activities and sustainable economic development. Members of the Women’s Association are trained to educate the 
slum residents on financial decision making and banking services including credit, interest, usage of ATM cards, financial stability etc. 
As the result of the workshops and training conducted, the quality of interface between members and banks has improved. 

Women’s Association members have taken the initiative in facilitating low-interest loans for slum residents. The members perform 
the preliminary work of determining suitable candidates for a loan, how the borrowers plan to use the funds, and their ability to repay 
the loan. Asha’s team monitors the repayment of loans and intervenes if the borrower is in danger of defaulting on the payment. In 
Asha slums the repayment rate is more the 97%. Ultimately, borrowers who pay back their loan establish their own relationship with 
the bank and apply for new loans independent of Asha involvement, leading to sustainability. 

Financial inclusion is an important component in Asha’s mission to empower Delhi’s urban poor. The endeavour aims to make them 
more self-sustainable and increase the community’s capacity to manage their own affairs.

Loans granted since 2008

Business Loan

Home Repair

67%

12%

other9%

Education

Vehicle

8%

4%



Shishpal, a borrower at his shop in Ekta Vihar slum community
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Deep Chand grew up in a small village in Haryana. His family were very poor so instead of going to school he had to start working to 
earn money. At the age of 24 he married Amarjeet and managed to provide for her and later their 2 children by working in a grocery 
shop. But Deep Chand wanted to find a better future for his family, so they packed up their things and travelled to Delhi. Relatives 
helped them find a small shanty home in Tigri slum community. Deep Chand continued to provide for his family by selling groceries 
outside his house.

Life started to change again for Deep Chand in 1990 when Asha started working in the Tigri slum community. Deep Chand became 
involved in the Men’s group, called the Purush Mandal. Slowly they worked with the Asha community to improve life in Tigri with better 
water supply, street lighting and a concreted road surface. But things were still really hard for Deep Chand’s family as he struggled to 
afford food and basic necessities for them all.

In 2008 Deep Chand heard about the newly launched Financial Inclusion programme which was being championed by Asha. He was 
able to take out a loan of INR 50000, equivalent to £530 or $700, which he used to build a small grocery store, with a room above the 
shop in which the family could live. This loan brought big changes to Deep Chand and his family. Their income trebled, he was able to 
provide for his family and enable their daughters to marry suitable partners.

Now Deep Chand and his wife run the store which earns them about Rs 15000 (£162 or $210). Deep Chand also helps others within their 
community, for example, to contact the necessary departments to start their own pensions. 

He remains deeply thankful to Asha for their help in getting him that vital bank loan. He is conscious that he might be in a very 
different position as an uneducated man had he not been empowered by Asha’s Financial Inclusion programme.

Reaping harvest at twilight

Deep Chand with his wife at their shop in Tigri Slum community



Sita, originally from Muzzaffarpur, North East India, was a young girl when she migrated to Delhi with her family in the 1980’s. Despite 
struggling to provide for his family with his low income, Sita’s father became a Pradhan (leader) of Thokar No. 8 slum community. 

At 18 years of age, her marriage was arranged with a fellow resident and within 5 years, they were blessed with 2 boys and 2 girls. But 
times were tough. 

Her husband earned a meagre 20 rupees per day ($0.28 and £0.22). Feeding a family of 6 was impossible. Sita began to work as a 
labourer but could only earn a tiny sum of 15 rupees per day ($0.21, £0.16).

Struggling to provide for their family, Sita was faced with devastating news in 2006. Delhi government officials decreed that their slum 
community would be demolished in order to build a flyover for the Commonwealth Games. Within days, the bulldozers arrived. 

They were homeless…

Some relief came when Dr Kiran lobbied with politicians to provide food and water for the slum dwellers. 3 months passed and the 
family were relocated and allocated a plot of 18 square yards in Savda Ghevra, 30km from Delhi.

Whilst the family had somewhere to live, Sita and her family couldn’t afford to build so they used plastic sacks and sticks to provide 
some shelter. Employment was also impossible to find. Eventually, her husband found employment sticking posters across the city 
and earned 100 rupees per day ($1.30, £1.09). Sita also worked in the fields picking flowers for a meagre 10 rupees per day ($0.14, £0.11). 

Their financial struggles seemed impossible to overcome. However, the Asha team supported Sita and with encouragement she became 
an active member of the Mahila Mandal (women’s group). At this time, Asha shortlisted Sita’s family for a house build provided by a 
team of builders from Northern Ireland. 

Thanks to the Ballymena Builders, Sita was overjoyed to finally have her own home, one room with an attached bathroom.

In spite of this incredible blessing, the family continued to struggle financially. 

Sita discussed her problems with an Asha team member who encouraged her to open a tea stall and become more financially 
independent. She applied for a loan of 5,000 rupees (£53, $69) and with this money she was able to buy snacks and supplies. She 
started her tea business and once she repaid the loan, she applied for another loan of 10,000 rupees (£108, $279). Within years, her 
business was a great success and she was able to provide for the basic needs of her family. 

Now financially independent, Sita has hope for her family’s future.

Sita: Securing roof and livelihood

Sita at her shop at Savda Ghevra  Slum community
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Asha Students Studying Abroad

Meritorious and deserving Asha students have entered the hallowed portals of prestigious International Universities overseas. 
Mahinder started the trend when he secured admission in Masters in Computer Science at the University of Melbourne with full 
scholarship. 

In the year 2019, Chandan received the prestigious Chevening Scholarship to pursue a Masters programme at the famous Imperial 
College London. This year, Asha student Abhishek received full scholarship as an Asha Equity Scholar to pursue a Masters in 
Management (CEMS) at the University of Sydney. There are many more students from Asha communities to embark on an overseas 
journey in Universities abroad. 

Chandan at Imperial College

Abhishek receiving Sydney Scholars India Equity Scholarship



Imagine 7 people living 
in a 60 square foot room 
covered with a roof full 
of asbestos and holes 
which leak in the rainy 
season.  Sadly, this was not 
something that Chandan 
had to imagine. 

Chandan’s father migrated 
to Delhi in search of a 
better life and relocated 
in Jeevan Nagar slum 
community.  Every day 
he cycled 12km to a small 
copper wire business where 
he spent his day offloading 
heavy boxes of copper 
wire.  He has been doing 
this job for an incredible 34 
years.  Whilst he now earns 
$225 dollars per month, he 
recalls that he often had to 
feed his children bread and 
sugar because he couldn’t 
afford anything else.  

A large Gulmohar tree with 
a makeshift swing was his 
first memory of the Asha 
centre when Chandan first 
started attending aged 9.  

Chandan’s hard work and 
diligence at school paid off as he was first in his class at high school.  Dr Kiran began to mentor Chandan and supported him through 
his degree in Mathematics.  He graduated with an Honours Degree in Mathematics having achieved 91% overall and an incredible 100% 
in Algebra Analysis from the prestigious Shri Venkateshwara College, one of the top 10 colleges in Delhi university.  

Whilst at Delhi university, Chandan interned at Macquarie Global Services as part of Asha’s Internship Programme.  Chandan recalls, 
‘The stipend I received during my internship was almost equal to my father’s monthly income.  I still remember his face when I showed 
him’. Needless to say, he was a very proud father. Chandan went on to complete his Masters degree in Mathematics.  Incredible 
achievements!

But Chandan had an even greater dream.  Studying abroad!

His dream began to be fulfilled when he was awarded the Future Research Talent Award in 2019 and was given a scholarship to study 
at the Australian National University.  Later that year, he became Asha’s first Chevening scholar and is currently pursuing a Masters in 
Pure Mathematics at Imperial College, London.  After completing his studies, he would like to pursue a career in academia.  

Look back at how Chandan’s story began.  Chandan grew up in extreme poverty and lived in dilapidated, overcrowded and unsanitary 
conditions but with perseverance, devotion and the support of Asha his life is completely transformed.  

Chandan: A mathematician’s 
journey to Imperial
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Abhishek’s life began in the beautiful valleys of Jammu and Kashmir. Initially, he had a very good childhood as his father worked 
enough to provide well for the family. Sadly, everything changed. His father became an alcoholic and he began spending all of the 
family’s savings on drink. The abuse he witnessed between his father and mother left him with bitter childhood memories.

In order to escape, Abhishek’s mother decided to leave her husband and move to live with her mother in a one-room house in 
Peeragarhi, a slum in northwest Delhi. 

When he was in the last year of high school, he began to become involved with Asha and regularly visit the Asha centre. It was there 
that he was inspired to study hard. To his credit, he scored 89% in his Year 12 exams. 

Abhishek’s dream was to meet Dr Kiran. Her vision, support and advice led Abhishek to pursue a Bachelors in Commerce at Delhi 
University. He also benefitted from the Asha Internship programme as he interned at the British High Commission, Macquarie 
Investment bank and the International Monetary Fund. 

Abhishek’s dreams came true when he was selected as the Asha ambassador to visit the UK with Freddy Martin in 2018. This was a life 
changing experience!

He was also overjoyed to be mentored by Dr Kiran in his final year of college. 

When Dr Kiran visited Australia in 2019, she had conversations with Sydney University about a scholarship for an Asha student. As a 
result of Abhishek’s incredibly hardworking attitude and his dedication to the Asha community, he was selected as the first beneficiary 
of the Sydney India Equity Scholarship. 

In February 2020, Abhishek left Delhi for Australia in order to pursue an Masters in Management. He couldn’t contain his excitement! 

Abhishek plans to return to Delhi and work in the corporate world as well as work to support the children of his slum community.

 

Fulfilling dreams down under



Asha Students Abroad

In the past four years Asha has given opportunities to Asha Ambassadors to travel to different parts of the world and offer them an 
experience they could never have imagined.

So far, nine students have accompanied the Asha Director and Associate Director to the UK, USA and Australia, to learn, interact and 
share their inspirational stories with overseas Asha supporters.

In the year 2019, one young Ambassador, Tushar from Asha’s Mayapuri slum community embarked on a trip to the UK along with 
Freddy Martin, Associate Director of Asha, to speak at various events organised by Friends of Asha. Representing the Asha student 
body, Tushar spoke about the challenges of living in the slums and the impact of Asha’s work on the life of the Asha students.
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Friends of Asha

The Asha family is a global one: supporters around the world have been drawn to the Asha values and have been inspired by visiting 
the Asha communities in Delhi. In the United Kingdom, Ireland, United States of America and Australia, Asha supporters have set up 
‘Friends of Asha’ organisations to support Asha’s work. These independent registered bodies that run on a voluntary basis, extend 
phenomenal support to Asha in India. Friends of Asha help the Asha donors and hope givers make tax efficient donations. They also 
provide resources like information updates, publicity material, statistics and more, for our supporters. They offer invaluable support 
to volunteers and teams planning to visit Asha to help them prepare for their time in the slums. Over the years, Friends of Asha 
organisations have spread awareness about the work of Asha to large numbers of people, expanding the supporter base in their 
respective regions.

AustraliaUSA

Republic & Northern IrelandGreat Britain

Mr Richard Leder, National Co-ordinator 
Australian Friends of Asha for Slums

Australia India Institute, The University of Melbourne, 
147-149 Barry Street, Carlton VIC, 3053, Australia. 
Charity Registration No. ACN 161 085 650
info@australianfriendsofashaslums.org.au 
australianfriendsofashaslums.org.au

Mrs Louanne Hempton, National Co-ordinator & Treasurer
American Society for Health for All Inc (ASHA)

15 Notre Dame Ave, Cambridge, MA 02140, USA
ASHA (USA) is a 501 (C) 3 registered charity, EIN #010557632
asha.usa.info@gmail.com     |     asha-usa.org
facebook.com/Friends-of-Asha-USA

Mr Gordon Wright, Co-ordinator
Friends of Asha (Ireland)

3 Altona Manor, Holywood, Co Down, N Ireland BT18 9BX, UK. 
Charity Registration No. XR 37459
ashaireland@icloud.com
facebook.com/Friends-of-Asha-Ireland

Dr Richard Hogben, National Co-ordinator
Friends of Asha (GB)

36 Combe Street Lane, Yeovil, Somerset BA213PE, UK 
Charity Registration No. 1085071 
foasha.richardhogben@gmail.com
facebook.com/Friends-of-Asha-Great Britain



Events across the Globe

Volunteers hiked up the Mount Snowdon to raise funds for Asha 
in June 2019

British Curry Night on 25 January 2020 at Yeovil, England

The first Hope & Spice Supper Club held in Twickenham on 22nd 
November 2019

British Curry Night on 13 November 2019 at Montrose, Scotland

Freddy Martin and Tushar address the crowd at the Inspiring 
Leaders Conference, Leicester on 7th November 2019

Fundraising by supporters of Friends of Asha GB in Dorset on 8th 
September 2019

Friends of Asha (GB)
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Dr Kiran and Asha graduate Mahinder visit the University of 
Queensland on 16th March 2020

Coffee morning in aid of Asha hosted at Belfast on 5th October 
2019

21st Asha Day celebration at Napa Valley, California, USA

Trinity College hosted a morning tea to support Asha on 24th 
October 2019

Friends of Asha Sacramento, USA, hosted an event at the Double 
Tree Hilton in September 2019

American Society for Health for All (ASHA)

Friends of Asha (Northern Ireland)

Australian Friends of Asha for Slums

Wallace High School, Northern Ireland raised funds for water 
filters which were distributed to Mayapuri Slum dwellers in 
September 2019.



Bidding adieu to Asha’s first Chevening scholar Chandan at the 
British High Commissioner’s residence in August 2019

Celebration of Excellence of the High School Toppers of Asha at 
the New Zealand High Commission on 25th July 2019

Asha India

Hope & Spice Cookbook launched at British High Commissioner’s 
Residence on 30th October 2019

Sydney Scholars India Equity Scholarship launched and awarded 
to Asha student Abhishek on 20th November 2019

We are grateful to our friends 
Amanda Clegg, Victoria Byrne, Sue 
Rees, and Victoria Thampi, who 
have collectively assisted the Asha 
team to create this report.

Acknowledgment
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Dignitaries
Every year, we have the privilege of meeting and hosting supporters, volunteers and heads of diplomatic missions, leading political 
parties and senior government officials from within India and abroad. Their presence, support and words of encouragement to the 
slum communities hugely impacts their lives.

This year too we have had a wonderful opportunity of meeting some renowned people from all walks of life. Here are a few glimpses:

New Zealand Deputy High Commissioner, Ms Erin Duncan visited 
Asha’s Kusumpur Pahari Slum Community on 29th July 2019

Asha bid Farewell to the Australian High Commissioner to India 
H.E. Harinder Sidhu at Kusumpur Pahari Slum Community on 
30th January 2020

Dr Kiran Martin and Asha students bid adieu to British High 
Commissioner Sir Dominic Asquith at her residence on 30th 
January 2020

Her Royal Highness the Countess of Wessex meets Dr Kiran at the 
British High Commission on 3rd May 2019



Teams, Volunteers, and Visitors

Avantika Mohan, a class 10 student volunteered at Asha’s Kalkaji 
slum community for a month in June 2019

Bethan and Lizzie from France volunteered at Asha’s Chanderpuri 
slum community in August 2019

The Cannassist Team visited Asha’s Ekta Vihar slum community 
in December 2019

René Dagenais from High Commission of Canada in India visited 
Asha’s Mayapuri slum community in December 2019

Dr Stephen Curran visited Asha’s New Seelampur slum community 
in February 2020

Discovery Schools Academics Trust comprising of 18 members 
headed by David Briggs volunteered at Asha’s Seelampur and 
Chanderpuri slum communities in October 2019
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A team of 12 from Trinity College, Melbourne, volunteered at
Asha’s Zakhira slum community in January 2020

A team from The Australian National University visited Asha’s
Kanak Durga slum community on 7th September 2019

The Director of IMF SARTTAC- Mr Sukhwinder Singh paid a visit 
to Asha’s Seelampur slum community with his daughters on July 
27th, 2019

Geetanjali Jhurani volunteered for eight days at Asha’s 
Chanderpuri and Zakhira slum community in November 2019

Tom Brichieri from Mazars visited Asha’s Mayapuri slum 
community in February 2020 

Mariana and Apoorva from Embassy of Switzerland visit Asha’s 
Seelampur slum community in December 2019



Aryan, a high school student from Washington, USA volunteered 
at Asha’s Dr Ambedkar Basti slum community in July 2019

Jeremy Grenadier from the School of Medicine Greenville- the 
University of South Carolina volunteered at Asha’s Kusumpur 
Pahari slum community in June 2019

Asha’s long-time supporters in Sacramento USA, Dr Praveen 
and Nalini Prasad and their friend TJ volunteered at Asha slum 
communities in January 2020

Dr Daniel Hendrix an audiologist from USA conducting a 
workshop on the usage of an audiometer for Asha field staff on 
16th December 2019

A batch of nursing students from Mercer University, Georgia 
volunteered at Asha’s Kalkaji slum community in August 2019

Team from Sacramento United Methodist and Japanese visited 
Asha’s Tigri slum community in January 2020
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A team from Holywood, Northern Ireland volunteered at Asha’s 
Zakhira and Peeragarhi slum community in March 2020 

Victoria and Valerie held a series of CV making and Job interview 
tips sessions at Asha’s slum communities in the last week of 
October 2019

Methodist College, Belfast, volunteered at Asha’s Kalkaji slum 
community for 10 days in October 2019

A team of 19 students and teachers from Royal School Armagh 
volunteered at Asha’s Trilokpuri slum community in October 2019

Dr David Finch, Chairman of Friends of Asha, Great Britain and 
Dr Jenny Spargo with their family members volunteered at Asha 
slum communities in October 2019

Dr Richard Hogben, Coordinator of Friends of Asha, Great Britain, 
along with a group of 12 members volunteered at Asha’s Zakhira 
slum community in the month of October 2019



Audit Report
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Asha Community Health and Development Society is registered under the 
Societies of Registration Act of 1860. The Registration Number is S/20849 
of 1990. Asha is authorised to receive funds under the Foreign Contribution 
Regulation Act. Contributions to Asha are exempt under Section 80G of the 
Income Tax Act. Asha is granted Income Tax exemption under Section 10 
(23c) (6a).


